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Tracklist
A –Babylon Timewarp

Durban Poison

B1 –The White House Crew Where The Sun Don't Shine
B2 –Babylon Timewarp

I Come In Peace

C1 –Intense

Paradox

C2 –Intense

The Dreamer

D1 –Intense

Time Space Continuem

D2 –Intense

Para Time Continuem (VIP Dubplate Mix)

E –Babylon Timewarp

Changing

F1 –Intense

Motions (VIP Mix)

F2 –Babylon Timewarp

Searching

Companies, etc.
Remastered At – Ten Eight Seven Mastering
Lacquer Cut At – Ten Eight Seven Mastering
Pressed By – Optimal Media GmbH

Credits
Lacquer Cut By – Beau*
Remastered By [Uncredited] – Beau Thomas
Written By, Producer – Beau Thomas, Dan Duncan, Simon Vispi

Notes
Professionally remastered and cut by Beau Thomas (one of the original Intense members) at Ten
Eight Seven Mastering.
As with several previous releases on parent label Sublogic Recordings, the quotes in the runout
etchings are taken from the 1987 film Robocop.
150 additional copies pressed in January 2016. Repressed again in October 2017.

Barcode and Other Identifiers
Matrix / Runout (Runout side A, etched): KVA005 A - INTENSE - BEAU @ TEN EIGHT SEVEN
Matrix / Runout (Runout side B, etched): KVA005 B - INTENSE - 2015 - BEAU @ TEN EIGHT
SEVEN
Matrix / Runout (Runout side C, etched): KVA005 C - INTENSE - THANKS TO ALL ON THE
BCJ GROUP
Matrix / Runout (Runout side D, etched): KVA005 D - INTENSE - "HE'S A CYBORG, YOU
IDIOT!"
Matrix / Runout (Runout side E, etched): KVA005 E - INTENSE - "HE RECORDED EVERY
WORD YOU SAID..." - FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER LILY-MAE XXX ♥
Matrix / Runout (Runout side F, etched): KVA005 F - INTENSE - "HIS MEMORY'S
ADMISSABLE AS EVIDENCE!"
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Comments about 2015 Remastered Collection Part 1 Intense
The Sinners from Mitar
Been 3 years now. Can we get a part 2 ;)
Tebei
Tune, after tune, after tune! This is now my favourite from my collection. I can see this turning from
Mint to VG in no time at all, should have bought another copy.Massive shout out to KVA for rolling
out another great release on vinyl. Keep them coming and we'll keep buying.

Arith
So glad I grabbed this 3 plate compilation. Its stuffed full of the cream of Hardcore/Jungle
Techno/D&B/Jungle brilliance. Im so happy to finally get my hands on the seminal Motions VIP let
alone the other beauties on here including Searching, Paradox & Changing. Any ideas when Volume
2 will be hitting the shelves?
Cae
Thank you for giving this a repress, not gonna miss this one again
Flamekiller
Greedy pikey scalpers go get a job
Gtonydne
Repress available to pre order from kva website now , a big HAHA to all the greedy scalpers selling
this for treble the value
Onnell
Its all about supply and demand and its worth what people are prepared to pay. And for these tracks
new and remastered for me its worth every penny of the £100 i paid. Try getting all these tracks in
mint original condition and guess what you would have to pay....?
Survivors
No as I said that's what I was prepared to pay at the time and I still think its worth that. You'll
probably find the second batch will sell out pretty quickly also especially as I just ordered 100 copies
lol. So why don't KVA limit the numbers of copies you can order? that would prevent this happening
surely? and I thought this was meant to be a limited edition..uumm!!
Gardataur
oldskoolbosher Its all about supply and demand and its worth what people are prepared to pay. And
for these tracks new and remastered for me its worth every penny of the £100 i paid. Try getting all
these tracks in mint original condition and guess what you would have to pay....? Ouch. Thats got to
hurt now you can get it for £30. Thanks Will for the repress
Jelar
Quality! Quality! Quality! Such a shame that The Quickening from RUGGED 7 and The Genesis
Project weren't' included too but if you own this and haven't read the run-out etchings, one suggests
that you do so now. You'll find a lovely little surprise that was mentioned somewhere in these forums
way back when it was first announced.
Uste
Boys. Repress. Please. This music needs to be heard again. YOU KNOW
Pad
totaly agreed. Repress this release must be played out more.
Bragis
Yep. Missed the boat. Gutted. Let me hear you say re-press!

Groll
Still have to pinch myself as to how good this set is.. Simply awesome !!
Delari
A quality repress of some of the most sublime jungle tunes ever made. 'Nuff said!
Akinonris
THIS IS A MUST HAVE >>>>> FOR all the tunes on this ep = in the old skool bag forever *****
Gavinrage
what a release > to get all these tunes in one pack ! INTENSE your up their in my top 5 , this is a
must for any old skool lover of this sound ,have to give praise to sublogic/ keeping vinyl alive. Will :
you just keep bringing out incredible gems, thanks BIG THANKS
Bandiri
Intense remastered 2015 edition is of absolute Quality! Para time continuem vip dubplate mix Is
absolute Classssss! The whole ep is of absolute top quality!
Gavikelv
Just had to make a quick comment about this fantastic collection; the sound quality is just amazing!
Daiktilar
"Legendary hardcore and jungle reissue label Sublogic/Keeping Vinyl Alive drop a triple pack of
crucial early to mid 90's hardcore from the near mythical group of Beau Thomas, Dan Duncan &
Simon Vispi aka Intense/Babylon Timewarp/Whitehouse Crew. Freshly remastered and re-cut to
vinyl by Beau, Intense's productions are the music of legendary status within the jungle and
hardcore scene and original copies of these tunes currently sell for crazy money on Discogs. But now
thanks to the good folk at KVA they are available once again for a new audience to discover and for
OG fans to relive some of that magic."
Frey
Never thought I'd own a few of these tunes, especially the Whitehouse Crew tune and missed Para
Time Continuem as well! Nice to see some other unreleased gems like Motions VIP and Searching
also- great tunes! Big up's Beau, Will, Intense, and KVA! This set is a great highlight in one of the
best years in a long time for the scene.
Yozshugore
A second run of 150 copies is available to pre order now and expected on 24th January 2016 for
those wanting a copy.
Browelali
yes please can you let me know thank you
WinDImmortaL
Phew..!! Just got mine and did a mix of all the tunes - timeless music on a great pressing - Big Up to
all who are/were involved
Arar

Searching huge huge long time want after i think hearing gachet playing it back in the day.Never
thought we'd see it but alas here it is, big thanks to intense and of course will of kva
Steep
At long last, after months of anticipation, this has just now arrived at my address. I'm really happy,
Christmas definitely has come early for me (and probably for everyone else who had the good taste
to buy this). This release seems to be well made and as far as I can tell I can confirm these were
pressed from original DAT recordings and are not from vinyl rips (like "some" people are doing).I've
been after Para Time Continuem since I first heard it on the limited Sublogic release, but I missed
that one and now that record sells for silly money, so to get this release was a godsend. Not even to
mention all the other unreleased goodies and of course the timeless Time Space Continuem which
was in fact one of the very first tunes (literally) that got me hooked on oldskool so many years ago
(which is even more too expensive to buy these days).Really happy with this release, good job! Also,
thank you very much to Intense and KVA for their additional generous act, that really was
unexpected, thanks a lot!Unfortunately, despite being shipped in strong and secure packaging, the
idiot postman still managed to bend the corner, leaving the sleeve bent, the records seem fine but I
can't claim to have a mint copy now, gutted! Nevermind, I'm just happy I was able to get the tunes at
all.
Dikus
Great reissue from Keeping Vinyl Alive (a sub label of Sublogic) on heavyweight vinyl. One for the
lovers of the incredibly talented work of Intense. A work that spans different eras (from the early
hardcore days up to the atmospheric pinnacle of the late 90s).Big props to Will Sublogic to put a lot
of love and hard work into these projects; it's a crying shame that there are always those sellers who
want to speculate at the expenses of the music lovers. It's one of the downfalls of the so called "free
market".Avoid these sellers at all cost.
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